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DESCRIPTION
 

 The project aims to

increase knowledge of

participants in the area of

fake news, it seeks to help

them define the major

notions and comprehend

them, understand the

implications of fake news

and disinformation in real

life, recognize the

disparate forms

disinformation can take.

Participants will learn

about the methods of how

to debunk fake news and

how to counter them.

 

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
 
 

    To provide the proper explanation of the basic
terms while illustrating them on concrete

examples.

 
  To improve skills of participants through

methods and techniques such as argumentation
(e.g. in interaction with persons with totally
opposite opinions influenced by fake news)

 
To illustrate multiple ways how the

disinformation and manipulation can be
countered by participants. 

 
 
 

 
 



PARTNER
COUNTRIES

 
TOM Dumanci

Czech Republic 
 

Youth Development and
Enterprise Association

Turkey 
 
 

Sumy youth center
Ukraine 

 
Aurora Youth Finland

Association
Finland 

 
Follow your dreams

Belgium
 

System and G.
Greece 

 
Youth for Equality

Slovakia

PROFILE OF PARTICIPANTS
 
 
 

35 youth workers, youth leaders, young
volunteers from each partner country between

18 - 30 years old.
 
 

Participants will get knowledge of  disinformation, fake

news, manipulation, propaganda and the essence of

critical thinking. First of all, the participants will receive

the general theoretical definitions of various terms

related to the main subject matter. They will also be

provided the concrete examples and historic

development, context, psychological side and impacts of

the phenomena on societies as well.



REIMBURSEMENT

Czech Republic 200€ /participant
       
Turkey 300€ /participant

Ukraine 300€ /participant

Finland 400€ /participant
           
Belgium 300€ /participant

Greece 300€ /participant

For  each participant 80% of total
travel cost will be covered by host  
organisation.

 
Travel costs will be reimbursed to the sending organizations’

bank accounts upon the receipt of all the justification

documents and only if all the needed documents have been

sent to the coordinating organization. 

 

Travel days are 7th and 15th  of March.
 

All the tickets (invoices for the plane tickets, ALL THE BOARDING

PASSES, receipts from the bus tickets or any other tickets for the

public transportation (with shown prices on them), must be sent by

post after the project (both arrival and departure ways) to the following

address:

 

Youth for Equality

Hlavná 22

91701 Trnava

Slovakia

 

In order to avoid delays in reimbursement preferably collect and send

all the documents by the leader from each national team.

Missing tickets and boarding passes or tickets without price on

them in EUR (or if the price is in local currency, must be presented by

visible purchase date) will not be reimbursed.

 



FLIGHT OPTIONS
 
 

 You can search for the flights to Bratislava, Vienna , Budapest or Prague. We
recommend www.skyscanner.net

 
If you arrive to Bratislava, you can check connections to Trnava on www.cp.sk

(bus/train, 30 - 60minutes, price around 5 eur).
 

If you arrive to Vienna Schwechat airport, you will take a direct bus to Bratislava
(duration 1 hour, price 5 eur, companies Regiojet, Slovaklines or Flixbus) and then from

Bratislava to Trnava again you can check connections on www.cp.sk.
 

If you arrive to Budapest airport, you will take public transport in the city and then
either a bus or a train to Bratislava (3 hours, price 15 - 20 eur). 

 From Bratislava to Trnava you can check connections on www.cp.sk.
 

If you arrive to Prague airport, you will take public transport in the city and then either
a bus or a train to Bratislava (5 hours, price 20 eur +)

From Bratislava to Trnava you can check connections on www.cp.sk.
 

More details will be provided by email and in facebook group.
 
 
 
 



ACCOMMODATION
 
 

 HOTEL LONDON
TRNAVA, SLOVAKIA
www.hotellondon.sk

 
 

FOOD
 

 Breakfast, lunch and dinner will be
served in the hotel. There will be
coffee breaks twice a day. Each
participants must inform about

diets, intolerances upon arrival. The
form will be sent to partner

organisations and shared with
participants.

 
 

COVID - 19
 
 
 

According current measures, only fully vaccinated people can
entre Slovakia without getting to quarantine afterwards.

Therefore we accept only vaccinated people in order to avoid
any problems. 

 
Only fully vaccinated participants can apply.

 
For more  information you can check this on website :

https://korona.gov.sk/en/travelling-to-slovak-republic/
 

Hosting and sending organizations are aware of current
pandemic situation and in case of any changes during

mobility participants will be safely quided back to their home
countries.

 
 Each participant need to bring own face mask.

 
 
 
 

https://www.hotellondon.sk/
https://korona.gov.sk/en/travelling-to-slovak-republic/


- a certificate that allows learning through the EU programme for youth

within non-formal education

- represents the form of personal development of the participants and

the dissemination of knowledge in the given topic

- useful for further study, working abroad and other benefits

 

 

CERTIFICATE



CONTACTS
Youth for Equality

Hlavná 22

91701 Trnava

Slovakia

 

www.youthforequality.sk

 

+421 911 160 966

 

 Diana Jašeková

info@youthforequality.sk

Jana Borárosová

janka@youthforequality.sk

 

http://www.youthforequality.sk/

